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Inaugural Issue of the IEEE Open Access
Journal of Power and Energy: Welcome Note

I

T IS with great pleasure, PES welcomes your interest
to the subscription free publication in the field of power
and energy: IEEE OPEN ACCESS JOURNAL OF POWER AND
ENERGY (OAJPE). Throughout the world, the outcome of
research funded through public finance is expected to be
freely available to the member of the society. Such expectation very much resonates the core mission of PES publication:
dissemination of high-quality research outcome to the wider
power and energy community through rigorous peer review
process. Electric energy is at the center stage of the modern
digitized and decarbonized world. It has now become an integral pathway of modern living and empowerment of people.
Educating the community by bringing the latest development
in power and energy technology is an effort from the PES,
such as free and open access publications.
OAJPE is a technical journal focusing on the academic
research, development, planning, design, construction, maintenance, installation and operation of equipment, structures,
materials and power systems for the safe, reliable sustainable
and economic conversion, generation, transmission, distribution, storage, and usage of electric energy, including its
measurement and control. It is fully electronic, open access
publication. It is publication by volume only (one volume and
single issue a year).
The journal endeavors to have quick first decision
and about ten weeks submission to publication. Each article

will be thoroughly reviewed by at least two independent
expert reviewers, thoroughly assessed by the editor for a wellinformed recommendation. The peer review team comprises
of experts of diversity: gender and geography. The editorial
board is led by the Editor-in-Chief Prof. Fangxing ‘‘Fran’’ Li,
Fellow of the IEEE, The University of Tennessee. The journal
is also pleased to have the promotion and outreach leadership
from Prof. João P. S. Catalão, University of Porto, Portugal.
Professors Li and Catalão welcome articles in frontier topics
from the authors from the diverse sectors: academia, industry, and government laboratory. Unlike other open journals,
OAJPE has restriction on maximum page number (eight in
first submission and ten on final acceptance) despite being a
digital only publication. OAJPE encourages the authors to use
the IEEE Dataport for archiving model, data, and additional
results. OAJPE will also help authors from economically
challenged circumstances for subsidizing the article processing charge (APC) for the first three years.
On behalf of the Editorial Board, Editor-in-Chief, Promotion and Outreach Editor, and other publication volunteers of
the journal, we welcome the authors and readers of this open
access publication.
BIKASH PAL
Vice President, Publications
The Power & Energy Society
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